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We find a set of seven complexes such that the projective plane polyhedral maps 
can be generated from the members of that set by repeated application of face and 
vertex splittings. ( 1991 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By a theorem of Steinitz [4] the graphs of the 3-dimensional convex 
polytopes can be generated from the graph of the tetrahedron by a process 
called face splitting. the most reasonable analogue of the graphs of 
3-dimensional convex polytopes in the projective plane would be the 
graphs of cell complexes whose unions are projective planes. We show how 
to generate the combinatorial types of these complexes from a minimal set 
of seven complexes using face splitting and its dual, vertex splitting. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The graphs in this paper are without loops or multiple edges. The com- 
plement of a graph in the projective plane consists of various connected 
components whose closures are called the faces of the graph. If the faces 
are cells, no two faces have a multiply connected union, and vertices are at 
least 3-vaient then the faces form what we call a projective plane pt$yhedraf 
map (hereafter abbreviated PPPM). Whenever two faces fail to have a 
multiply connected union we say that they meet properf),. By a theorem of 
the author [3] the graphs of PPPMs are 3-connected. 
’ The author has been informed by the referee that these results also appear in the 
Ph.D. dissertation of Dr. Rich Vitray, done at Ohio State University under the supervision 
of Neil Robertson. 
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The dual of a PPPM is obtained by placing a vertex in each face and 
joining two of these vertices whenever the corresponding faces meet on an 
edge. Standard arguments show that the dual of a PPPM is a PPPM (see 
for example [2, Chap. 41.). 
If we add an edge across a face of a PPPM C so that the new edge does 
not have both endpoints on one edge of C then we split the face into two 
faces and create a new PPPM, which is said to be produced from C by face 
splitting. The inverse of face splitting is renroving an edge. This consists of 
removing an edge e and merging the two faces containing it into one face. 
If the edge meets a 3-valent vertex, the other two edges at that vertex are 
merged into an edge. If the resulting graph gives a PPPM we say that r is 
removable. 
An edge e lying on faces F, and F2 would fail to be removable only if 
F, u F2 has a multiply connected union with another face Fx. In this case 
we say that F, u F2 u F3 forms a 3-chain of type I. If F, u F2 u F, lies in a 
subset of the projective plane that is a cell we say that the chain is a planar. 
The dual of face splitting is vertex splitting. The three types of vertex 
splitting are illustrated in Fig. 1. The inverse of vertex splitting is edge 
shrinking. An edge is shrinkable if shrinking it (and coalescing double 
edges) results in a PPPM. 
An edge e of a PPPM C would fail to be shrinkable only if shrinking it 
produces two faces F, and F2 with a multiply connected union or a 
2-valent vertex. In the case of two faces with a multiply connected union 
e we would have one vertex on F, , one vertex on F2, and F, and F2 would 
meet at a third vertex in C. In this case we say that e, F,, and F, form a 
3-chain of type II. If a 3-chain lies in a subset of the projective plan that is 
a cell we say that the 3-chain is planar. 
If a 2-valent vertex v is created it will occur when a double edge is 
coalesced. This double edge would be created only if e is an edge of a 
triangular face F. The vertex u would then be a 3-valent vertex of F 
opposite e. Again, in this case e belongs to a 3-chain. The faces of this 
3-chain are the two faces meeting F at D. 
If a PPPM C has no shrinkable edges and no removable edges we say 
that C is a minimal PPPM. Clearly the PPPMs can be generated from the 
minimal ones by face splitting and vertex splitting. 
LEMMA 1. A minimal PPPM C contains no planar 3-chains. 
*+* *+* x--H- 
FIGCKE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
Proof There are two types of 3-chains but both types when planar will 
surround a cell in the projective plane. Suppose C contains a planar 
3-chain Z and let A be the cell enclosed by Z. 
Case I. Z is of type I. 
Let the three faces of Z be F,, F2, and F, with F, and F, meeting on an 
edge e. Since e is not shrinkable it belongs to a 3-chain X of type II. One 
face, F4, of X must lie in A while the other face, F,, lies outside of A (see 
Fig. 2). 
For F4 to meet F, it must be that F3 meets either F, or F, at a single 
vertex and F4 and Fs meet at that vertex. Suppose that they meet at a 
vertex v in common to F, and F, (Fig. 3). 
Now, F, is triangular, and thus when we shrink e, F4 u F, will not be 
multiply connected. Thus e cannot belong to a 3-chain that prevents it 
shrinkability and C is not minimal. 
Case II. Z is of type II. 
FIGURE 3 
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If C contains a 3-chain of type II, the dual C* of C will contain a 3-chain 
of type I. Since edge shrinking and edge removing are dual operations, the 
dual of a minimal PPPM is minimal. Case II now follows from Case I by 
duality. 1 
We say that a graph G is a refinement of a graph H if G is obtained from 
H by placing 2-valent vertices on edges of H. 
LEMMA 2. If G is the graph of a PPPM and contains a refinement of the 
graph of a PPPM H then G can he generated from H by face splitting. 
The proof of Lemma 2 can be found in [ 11. This proof is for cell com- 
plexes in the plane but does not use the topology of the surface the graph 
is embedded in and is in fact valid for cell complexes whose union is any 
2-manifold. 
LEMMA 3. If v is 3-valent vertex of a triangular face F of a PPPM C 
then the edge e of F missing v is removable. 
Proof: Let F, be the face meeting F on e. If e is not removable then 
Fu F, has a multiply connected union with another face F, that meets F 
at v. Since u is 3-valent the intersection of Fz with F contains a vertex of 
F,. Now, F, F,, and Fz are three consecutive faces meeting a vertex of e 
and thus Fu F, u Fz is simply connected. 1 
COROLLARY 1. [f an edge e of a triangular face F is not removable 
then F belongs to a 3-chain, one ,face of which meets F only on the vertex 
opposite e. 
The proof is the same as that for the previous lemma. 
In some of the following lemmas it is necessary to draw graphs 
embedded in the projective plane. We represent these as graphs drawn 
on a disc. The graph in the projective plane is obtained by identifying 
antipodal points of the disc. 
LEMMA 4. No minimal PPPM C has all faces 3- and 4sided and all 
vertices 3- and 4valent. 
Proof: Suppose C is a counterexample. Let p, be the number of i-sided 
faces of C and ui the number of i-valent vertices. Let I’, E, and F be the 
numbers of vertices, edges, and faces, respectively. We use Euler’s equation 
for the projective plane: V - E + F = 1. Then 
=4(V-E+F)=4. 
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FIGURE 4 
It follows that there is either a 3-valent vertex or triangular face. Since 
the dual of a minimal complex is also minimal, we may assume that C has 
a triangular face F,. We now treat two cases. 
Case I. A triangular face F2 meets F, on an edge E = ah. By Lemma 3 
each vertex of F, and F2 is 4-valent. 
Since E is not removable there is a face F, meeting F, and F2 at the two 
vertices c and d oppoite E (Fig. 4) forming a nonplanar 3-chain with F, 
and F,. 
No edge joins c and d because, since c is 4-valent, such an edge together 
with an edge of F,, say, ac, would belong to a face H. But then H and F, 
would meet at a and d but not on edge ad (because a is 4-valent), and thus 
they would meet improperly. It follows that F3 is 4-sided. 
Since a and b are 4-valent a fourth edge emanates from each. Since 
double edges are not allowed, these are distinct edges. Let the endpoints of 
these edges (that are distinct from a and b) be e andf, respectively. Let the 
two vertices of F, distinct from c and d be g and h as in Fig. 4. We treat 
several subcases. 
FIGURE 5 
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FIGURE 6 
Subcase Ia. e=h. In this case the face containing cg and ac either 
meets itself at c or meets F, at c and h but not on the edge ch, a contra- 
diction. 
Subcase Ib. e = f and is not one of g or h. In this case the face con- 
taining ac and cg meets the face containing cb and ch at c and e, and thus 
they meet improperly, or else these are the same face meeting itself at c. 
Subcase Ic. e = g. Now ga, ad, and dh lie on a common face. This 
face meets F3 at g and h, thus it meets F, improperly. 
Subcase Id. The previous subcases do not hold. Now by symmetry 
we may assume that a, b, c, d, e, ft g, and h are all distinct vertices and the 
four faces meeting F, u F, on edges are 4-sided (see Fig. 5). Now the edge 
ae is shrinkable. 
Case II. No two triangular faces meet on an edge. Let F, be a 
FIGURE 7 
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FIGURE 8 
triangular face with 4-sided faces, F2, F,, and F4 meeting it on edges as in 
Fig. 6. 
A face F, must meet the vertex opposite e, and also meet F2 since e, is 
not removable (Fig. 7). Note that F5 must be 4-sided and thus can contain 
only one vertex of F2. Similarly, a 4-sided face F6 meets F4 and the vertex 
opposite e3. Finally a 4-sided face F, meets F3 and the vertex opposite e,. 
Regardless of which vertex of F, is on F,, that vertex becomes at least 
5-valent, a contradiction (see Fig. 8). 1 
3. THE MINIMAL PPPMs 
In the following lemmas C is always a minimal PPPM. By Lemma 4 
either C or its dual has an n-valent vertex, n b 5. We find all minimal 
PPPMs with an n-valent vertex. n 3 5. The others are obtained from these 
by duality. 
Let D be a vertex of C of valence at least 5. The union of the faces 
meeting r is a cell. Let M be a subcomplex of C whose union is a cell con- 
taining v in its interior and which is maximal with respect to containment. 
Any face or edge of C not lying in M is called an exterior face or edge. 
Vertices of the boundary, B, of M meeting exterior edges are called 
exterior vertices. Faces in M are called interior faces, and edges in M, not 
on B, are called interior edges. 
LEMMA 5. All vertices of C lie in M. 
Proof: Suppose there is a vertex Y of C not in M. Then since C is 
3-connected there are three paths from x to v that meet only at x and v. 
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Let P, , P?, and P, be the portions of the three paths that lie in the comple- 
ment of M. 
The complement of M is a Mobius strip. Two of the three paths, say P, 
and P,, together with a path along the boundary of the Mobius strip will 
bound a cell which can be added to M to make a larger cell, contradicting 
the maximality of M. 1 
It follows that all exterior edges have their endpoints on B. We define the 
oaience of M to be the number of exterior vertices. 
LEMMA 6. Each exterior face intersects B in two connected components. 
Proof: There are two types of edges that could lie in the complement of 
M: those which together with a path along B bound a cell and those that 
do not. The first type is ruled out by the maximality of M. 
Case I. F has an edge lying on B. Let e, = x1 y1 be an exterior edge 
with x, lying on an edge of Bn F. We travel on B along a path P, staying 
on F until we reach the next exterior vertex x2. 
We choose an exterior edge e, = x2 yz lying on F. If yz = y, we are done 
because F is bounded by e, , ez, and P,. If y, # y, then we choose a path 
P, along B from y, to y2 such that e, u e, u P, u P2 bounds a cell C in the 
complement of M. (Note that this is always possible on the complement of 
M which is a Mobius strip.) 
Any exterior edge meeting the interior of C would have to have a vertex 
on P,, which is impossible; thus C is a face and must be the face F. Now 
the two components of Fn B are P, and P,. 
Case II. F has no edges on B. Let X, y, be an exterior edge on F. Then 
there is another exterior edge x2y, lying on F. We cannot have x2 =x1 
because we do not have double edges. Now the path along B from xi to 
x2 that together with x1 y, and s,y, bounds a cell will contain F, and by 
the argument in Case I we are done. 1 
LEMMA I. No edge in M misses B. 
Proof: Such an edge would be in a 3-chain lying in M. This planar 
3-chain would contradict Lemma 1. 1 
LEMMA 8. If the valence of M is at least 6 then there are three pairwise 
disjoint exterior edges. 
Proof: Clearly, there must be one exterior edge e, =x,x2. If there do 
not exist two disjoint exterior edges then all other exterior edges meet one 
vertex of e, , say, x,. But if all other exterior edges meet x2 then a face F 
meets itself at X, and we do not have a cell complex (Fig. 9). 
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FIGURE 9 
We now let e, = x,x2 and e2 = x3q be two disjoint exterior edges as in 
Fig. 10. The vertices xi, . . . . x4 break B into four edge disjoint paths: P, 
from xi to x3, P, from -y3 to .x2, P, from x2 to x~, and P, from x4 to x,. 
We let the symbol Pi. denote the path Pi minus its endpoints. 
We assume that e, and e, are chosen such that the cell A bounded by 
e, u e2 u P2 u P4 contains a minimum number of faces of C. As a result 
there are no exterior vertices on Pi or Pi. 
Since the valence of M is at least 6 there are two exterior vertices on 
Pi u P;. Suppose without loss of generality that Pi has an exterior vertex 
-y5 and that e3 is an exterior edge meeting .x5. If e3 meets Pi we are done. 
If not, by symmetry we may assume that .x5x2 is an edge. 
If there is an exterior vertex .Y~ on Pi then it must be joined to x3 by an 
edge, or we are done. If all exterior edges meeting P’, u Pi are of these two 
types (edges meeting x2 or x3) then a face F that meets M on P, will meet 
another face in A improperly at x2 and x3 (recall that Pi has no exterior 
vertices ) (see Fig. 11). 
FIGURE IO 
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FIGURE 11 
It now follows that there is another exterior vertex -‘i6 on the portion of 
P, that joins x5 and x3 and an exterior edge e4 from x6 to P3 (and thus 
from x6 to x4). 
If there is an exterior vertex on Pi then it must now meet an exterior 
edge disjoint from e, and e,. If there are no exterior vertices on Pi then the 
exterior face F on which Pi lies meets .x2 and x4. For F not to meet a face 
in A improperly x1x3 must be an exterior edge (the only possible edges 
across A are .x,x3 and .x~-Y~). Now xi~~, -y5xz, and x6+y4 are three pairwise 
disjoint edges. 1 
LEMMA 9. No interior edge has both endpoints on B. 
Proof. Suppose e is an interior edge, e = .Q,x,, with x0 and x1 on B. By 
Lemma 7 every edge meeting D has an endpoint on B. Let the endpoints of 
these edges be x2, .xX, . . . . X, in their cyclic ordering on B. With -‘co and xi 
included we may assume that the cyclic ordering of vertices is now 
x0, -XI, -x2, x3, -.., x,,. These vertices break B into n + 1 edge disjoint paths 
Pi, i = 0, . . . . n, where Pi joins .‘c; to xi+ i for i=O, . . . . n - 1 and P, joins x,, 
to x0. (Note that some paths may be trivial, for example, if xl = .Y~.) 
Since e is not removable, an exterior face F, will form a 3-chain with the 
two faces containing e. By symmetry we may assume that F, meets P, and 
PO. Note that F, must miss x0 and x,. Since the edge ux3 is not removable, 
an exterior face F2 forms a 3-chain with the two faces containing vx3. This 
is topologically impossible unless FL = F, (see Fig. 12). 
Since Fn B has two connected components, F2 = F, implies that F, 
meets x,, a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 10. u is the on1.y interior vertex. 
Proof Suppose 1~’ is another interior vertex. Let q, . . . . x,, and 
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FIGURE 12 
P *, . . . . P,-, be defined as in Lemma 9 and let P, join I,, and x2 on B. We 
may assume that the endpoints (other than MJ) of the edges meeting u’ lie 
on P?. Let these endpoints be y,, . . . . yk such that we have a cyclic ordering 
of .Y 2, ?I, ..., Yk, x3, x4, . . . . x,, where it is possible that x2 = y, and y, =x3. 
Since wy, is not shrinkable, it belongs to a 3-chain with a face F, 
meeting w  (thus lying in M) and an exterior face Fl meeting y2. 
Now, since V-X~ is not removable, an exterior face F3 forms a 3-chain with 
the two faces containing VX~. This is topologically impossible unless 
Fz = F, (the two components of F, n B would have to separate the two 
components of F, n B). 
If F, = F3 then the component of Fz n B meeting F, would meet one of 
P, or P4 while the other component of Fl n B would meet the other of the 
two paths P, and P,. This forces one component to meet x2 and the other 
to meet x3. Since V.X~ and U.X~ are consecutive edges meeting v, they lie on 
a common interior face F4. Now F, and F, meet improperly. 1 
LEMMA 11. The valence of A4 is at least 5. 
Proof. If there are at most four exterior vertices xi, x2, x3, and x4 (in 
cyclic order) then the four vertices break B into four paths, P,, P,, P,, and 
P,, with P, joining -xi and x,, , , 1 < i 6 3, and P, joining x4 and ?ci The 
exterior face F on which P, lies will meet either X~ or x4. If F meets x., then 
F meets the exterior face containing P4 improperly. If F meets .x3 then it 
meet the exterior face containing Pz improperly. 1 
LEMMA 12. There do not exist four pairwise disjoint exterior edges. 
ProoJ Suppose e, =x,x~, ez =x,.Y~, e3 =.Y~x~, and e4 =x~.\L~ were 
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four pairwise disjoint exterior edges with the cyclic ordering of the vertices 
on B being .Y,, .Y~, x5, s,, .Q, xq , .x6, s8 in clockwise order. Let Pi be the 
path along M joining .yi to the next of the s,‘s in the ordering. For 
i= 1,2, 3,4 let R, be the region bounded by e, v ei, , v P,,- , u P,, (where 
e, = e,). 
Suppose e, is not removable. Then there are faces F, and F2 in R, and 
R, containing e, and belonging to a 3-chain of type I. Let F3 be the third 
face of the chain. The four pairwise disjoint exterior edges prevent the chain 
from lying in the complement of M; thus F, lies in M. By symmetry let us 
assume that F3 meets F2 on P, and F, on P2. 
Since faces meet properly, F, must miss .Y, and ,Y~. Using e3 instead of 
e,, we may deduce, using the same argument and symmetry, that a face F4 
in M meets P, and P, - (.x5}. Thus there are two edges e5 and e6 from 2; 
to B, one meetmg P, - (x, ]- and one meeting P, - {s5 ). Now we apply the 
same argument to ez and obtain a face F, in A4 meeting PI and P, (cr P, 
and P,); this is impossible because of e, and eb. 1 
Suppose A4 is at least 6-valent. We choose three disjoint exterior edges 
e1, e2, and e3 (see Fig. 13) with endpoints as in the figure. We define paths 
P, along B joining xi to the next endpoint in clockwise order. 
LEMMA 13. Zf M is at least 6-valent then no exterior edge joins an) 
vertex xi, i= 1, . . . 6, to any path Pi. 
ProoJ: Suppose such an edge exists. Without loss of generality we 
assume it is edge e4 = x,x2 with .Y~G Pi. The path P, now becomes two 
paths; PT from x, to x, and P, from x, to xj. Since e4 is not removable 
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there is a 3-chain F,, F,, F, of type I, with F, n F, = e4 and F, in M with 
F, meeting P: - {x,} and P, - {x2). 
Similarly, since e, is not removable, a face F4 in M meets P: - (-xi} and 
Ps - {Xl}. 
Since each face in A4 is bounded by a path along B and two edges 
meeting v, we see that P4 u P, lies on F, and P, u P, lies on F4. 
Let e’ = X~X, be the edge of P, meeting x,. Since e’ is not shrinkable, it 
belongs to a 3-chain of type II. One face of this chain, F,, lies in M. Since 
both edges of B meeting x6 lie on F,, we see that F, must meet X, while 
the other face of the chain, F6, lies in the region bounded by either e3 u 
e,vP,uP,ore,ue,uP,uP,. 
Since F5 meets x,, F, # F4; thus in the cyclic ordering about u, F5 lies 
between F, and F4 and thus cannot meet P3 v P,. Thus F,, Fb, and e’ do 
not form a 3-chain (see Fig. 13). 1 
COROLLARY 2. A4 is at most 6-valent. 
This follows from Lemmas 12 and 13. 
The paths along B joining consecutive exterior vertices of B are called 
principal paths. The vertices of B that are not exterior vertices are called 
minor vertices. 
LEMMA 14. No principal path contains two minor vertices. 
Proof Each of the two minor vertices will be a 3-valent vertex on a 
triangular face, contradicting Lemma 3. 1 
Recall that v is a vertex of valence at least 5 in the interior of M. 
LEMMA 15. v cannot be joined to minor vertices on two consecutive 
principal paths. 
Proof: Suppose v is joined to minor vertices x and y on principal paths 
P, from x, to x1 and P, from .x2 to .K~. By Lemma 14, xix is an edge. 
Since xx1 is not shrinkable, it belongs to a nonplanar 3-chain. An exterior 
face F, of the chain meets xi while an interior face F2 of the chain must 
meet X. Since faces meet properly, F, misses x,; thus F, does not meet F, 
on -yz, vy lies on Fz, and F, meets Fz on y. But x2 and x3 are consecutive 
exterior vertices, and thus F, meets I?, a contradiction. u 
LEMMA 16. v cannot be joined to an exterior vertex x, and to a minor 
vertex x2 of a principal path meeting x1. 
Proof Suppose it is. Then x2 is a 3-valent vertex of a triangular face, 
contradicting Lemma 3. 1 
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We are now ready to find the minimal maps. We assume C is minimal 
and find subcomplexes of C that are minimal. Once we arrive at a minimal 
subcomplex Ci of C it follows from Lemma 2 that C, = C. 
LEMMA 17. If A4 is 5valent then C is the embedding of K,. 
Proof: It is easily checked that if v is joined to a minor vertex, then by 
Lemmas 14, 15, and 16, v can have valence at most 4. If v is not joined to 
minor vertices, then since it has valence at least 5 it is joined to each 
exterior vertex. Now, C has exactly six vertices and consists of v joined to 
the live vertices of B and various exterior edges. The only arrangement of 
exterior edges giving a cell complex is one that gives the map G, in Fig. 14. 
(This can be quickly checked by the reader.) This is the embedding of K6 
in the projective plane. 1 
G7 
FIGURE 14 
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FIGURE 15 
LEMMA 18. If M is 6-vale& then C is the map G,, G,, or G, in Fig. 14. 
ProoJ: It is easily checked that if 11 meets a minor vertex, then by 
Lemmas 15 and 16, it must be Svalent and be joined to B as in G, . In this 
case by Lemma 8 and Corollary 2, C contains G, and therefore is G,. 
If u is not joined to a minor vertex and is 5-valent, then it is joined to 
B as in Fig. 15. This is not a cell complex because faces F, and F, meet 
improperly. Since o is 5-valent, F, is a face of C; thus FI must have a 
diagonal, giving us map Gz. 
If v is 6-valent, it is joined to B as in G, ; thus C = G3. 1 
THEOREM. The minimal PPPMs are G, , . . . . G, (Fig. 14 ). 
Proof When M is 5-valent we get Gq, the embedding of K6. When M 
is 6-valent and contains a vertex inside B of valence 5 or 6 we get G, , G,, 
and G,. The list is completed by taking the duals of the minimal maps we 
have found. The map G, is self-dual while G,, G,, and G7 are the duals 
of G,, G,, and Gz, respectively. 1 
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